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STUNNINGLY
BEAUTIFUL
SURFACES.
Using high-gloss surfaces makes our furniture beautiful on the eye and
to the touch. Whether super matt or gloss, behind glass or as a special
coating – at hülsta, we exclusively use lacquers and coatings that combine
style, durability and a high level of environmental compatibility.

PERFECT
IN MANY WAYS.
The hülsta high-gloss surfaces are light-resistant and very resistant
against scratches and household chemicals. Especially when living with
children, it is important that the surfaces are saliva and sweat resistant.

GLASS.
PERFECTLY CLEAR.
A multi-talented material, glass is not only a wonderful human invention,
but is even created naturally when lightning strikes. hülsta uses glass to
add elegant accents to super matt and high-gloss fronts. The METIS 21
sliding-door wardrobe features high-quality rear-lacquered glass that gives
the fronts a velvety soft structure.

Chest: Pure white high-gloss,
cover surface pure-white rear-lacquered glass,
handle high-gloss chrome,
H/W/D 81.5 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Angular shelf: Pure white high-gloss,
glass shelf,
H/W/D 19.2 x 120 x 19.7 cm
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HIGH-GLOSS
MEETS SUPER MATT.
They look highly exciting but are deeply calming. High-gloss surfaces
and super matt textures have one thing in common: They are true eyecatchers. Deep and smooth like the sea, gloss and reﬂection provide a
relaxing visual impact. The velvety matt look has a calming eﬀect. The
elegant surfaces reﬂect the style of the individual interior design.

MULTI-LAYERED
AND MULTI-FACETTED.

EASY TO CARE FOR
THANKS TO INNOVATION.

METIS 21 offers high-gloss furniture

We love driving new technologies

that will enhance any room. Eclectic,

forward. In 2008, we applied for a

elegant, extravagant. Layer by layer,

patent for a high-gloss surface and

we build up flawless glossy surfaces

later discovered our passion for

in numerous, carefully crafted work

a super matt finish with a velvety

steps. Despite its exclusive look, the

feel. Nothing therefore gets in the

high-quality lacquer is ideally suited

way of this stunning look, not even

for everyday use.

the thought of fingerprints on these
beautiful fronts. hülsta provides
these extravagant surfaces in an
extraordinary quality - in addition to
style, we ensure durability, reduction
of emissions and sustainability.

Bed: Super matt black
Sliding-door wardrobe fronts: Pure white rear-lacquered glass
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RELAXED ELEGANCE.
Effective contrasts and contemporary materials make the bedroom range METIS 21 shine and add exciting
elegance: High-gloss meets velvety super matt surfaces, brilliant pure white meets cool anthracite, highgloss meets chrome. METIS 21 combines a clean design with well thought-out comfort to ensure restful
sleep. The smart lighting design as well as the cleverly integrated chrome highlights add striking accents.
Attractive wardrobes and ancillary units always provide a clean look for the most relaxing of rooms.
Bed: Super matt black, neck cushion artificial textured leather anthracite S454, H/W/D 95.1 x 191.6 x 210.7 cm
Console: Super matt black, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface rear-lacquered glass super matt black, H/W/D 46.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
Angled shelves: Super matt black, glass shelf, H/W/D 19.2 x 120 x 19.7 cm
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SMALL DETAILS
MAKE A BIG IMPACT.
We have further developed METIS 21 and equipped it with extras that make every minute in the bedroom a
relaxing time-out: The bed and ancillary units provide a casual visual impact. Accents in mirror-like chrome
make the comfortable bed height look lean and perfectly match the splayed metal feet. Counterweights ensure
steplessly adjustable headboard cushions, which make evening reading a pleasant experience. The combination
of a comfortable bed height and an ergonomic sleeping system makes getting up as easy and carefree as going to
bed. After all, a fantastic night’s sleep means a refreshed start to the new day.

Version: Super matt black, handle high-gloss chrome,
cover surface super matt black rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 23.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
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Version: Super matt black,
neck cushion artificial textured leather anthracite S454,
cover surface super matt black rear-lacquered glass
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SHOW GREATNESS
WHILST ELEGANTLY CONCEALING
EVERYTHING ELSE.
It is obvious that the METIS 21 sliding door wardrobe is generously
designed. The wardrobe makes maximum use of the available space every inch belongs to your clothes behind quietly sliding doors in elegant
pure white or super matt black rear-lacquered glass. The seemingly
floating fronts feature filigree chrome-coloured fillets that look as lighthearted as they are elegant, whilst functioning as useful handles. With
Version: Sliding-door wardrobe front pure white rear-lacquered glass, outer wardrobe carcase pure white lacquer,
handle version high-gloss chrome, H/W/D 229.6 x 272 x 66.9 cm
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METIS 21, simple beauty and noticeably high quality go hand in hand with
convincing functionality.
METIS 21
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ENJOYMENT
AT ITS FINEST.
What does METIS 21 feel like? The elegant lines of the pure design are a
feast for the eyes, the velvety-soft super matt surface is beautiful to the
touch. The stylish chest of drawers is also reduced to the essentials.

For individual design down to the last details: Alternatively,
a cylindrical high-gloss chrome leg is available.
Chest: Super matt black, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface
rear-lacquered glass super matt black, H/W/D 87.7 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Mirror: Ø 80 cm
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SMOOTH
AND VELVETY.
METIS 21 IN
SUPER MATT.
In super matt black, METIS 21 keeps a distinguished
low profile - the emphasis being clearly on
“distinguished”. Rear-lacquered, satinised glass
delivers the elegant look of the sliding-door
wardrobe. High-quality fittings ensure that the doors
slide with ease.

Version: Sliding-door wardrobe front super matt black rear-lacquered glass ,
outer wardrobe carcase super matt black,
handle high-gloss chrome, H/W/D 229.6 x 272 x 66.9 cm
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STYLISH TONE ON
TONE.
The entire bedroom in glossy
pure white looks as gentle and
elegant as the quietly sliding doors.
Bed: Pure white high-gloss, neck cushion artificial textured leather white S451, H/W/D 95.1 x 191.6 x 210.7 cm
Chest: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface rear-lacquered pure white, H/W/D 81.5 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Console: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 46.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
Angled shelves: Pure white high-gloss, glass shelf, H/W/D 19.2 x 120 x 19.7 cm
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Radiant, inviting and all-round
glamorous, it becomes the perfect
place for rest and relaxation.
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Console with two drawers, H/B/T 46.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm

FREESTANDING, WALL-MOUNTED,
FLOATING – AND A PERFECT LYING
SURFACE.

Console with 3 drawers, H/W/D 62.3 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm

Console with two drawers and cylindrical legs,
H/W/D 53.2 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm

Which console is right for you? If you love minimalism
and just need a shelf for an alarm clock and a book,
choose the seemingly floating wall-mounted console
with a single drawer. The stylish console featuring
a chrome plinth offers more storage space at the
same convenient height – available with two or three
drawers. Alternatively, a cylindrical high-gloss chrome
leg is available. An elegantly integrated LED bedside
Console: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome,
cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 23.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
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reading light provides ideal conditions and a lovely
atmosphere for relaxed evening reading.
METIS 21
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Chest: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome,
cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 81.5 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Angled shelves: Pure white high-gloss, glass shelf,
H/W/D 19.2 x 120 x 19.7 cm

ELEGANT
ON ALL FRONTS.
Adding elegant accents, chrome-coloured handles
emphasise the brilliant furniture fronts as well as the
horizontal lines. A distinctive trademark of the METIS
21 design, the fine lines can be found in the timelessly
beautiful chest of drawers as well as in the intermediary unit
of the hinged and folding door wardrobe. The units of this
wardrobe system can be endlessly planned and combined.
The result is a stylish fusion of glamour and comfort.

Hinged door wardrobe with intermediary unit:
Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome,
H/W/D 229.6 x 302 x 61 cm
Bed: Pure white high-gloss, neck cushion artificial textured
leather white S451, H/W/D 95.1 x 191.6 x 210.7 cm
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Bed: Pure white high-gloss, neck cushion artificial textured leather white S451, H/W/D 95.1 x 191.6 x 210.7 cm
Chest: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface rear-lacquered pure white, H/W/D 81.5 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Console: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 23.9 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
Angled shelves: Pure white high-gloss, glass shelf, H/W/D 19.2 x 120 x 19.7 cm
Hinged door wardrobe with intermediary unit: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, H/W/D 229.6 x 302 x 61 cm
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TRENDS.
CATCH THE SPIRIT OF THE TIMES.
Nothing is as consistent as change. Does this mean that every trend must be implemented in the bedroom?
Only to a limited extent, we think. In fact, it is a fine art to develop furniture that is contemporary but has
a permanent place in life for a long time - and brings enjoyment every day. Capturing the spirit of the
times whilst creating timeless, stylish and functional classics is an essential aspect in the development of
sustainable interiors.

For us, trends cover far more than
just colours, shapes and materials.
Instead, it is much more about
evaluating living concepts in a
comprehensive and pioneering way,
making them a perfect fit for the
lives of a wide range of people and
their requirements.
Currently, our designers, product
managers, carpenters and trend
experts look at issues that play a
key part in the development for the
current and future requirements and
wishes.

HIGH-GLOSS MEETS
COMFORTABLE UPHOLSTERY.
High gloss meets comfortable upholstery. With black and white high-gloss surfaces, METIS 21 brings perfect
beauty to your bedroom. All units are available in these versions. If you love contrasts, simply combine a high-gloss
console with an upholstered bed featuring one of the attractive covers from the hülsta fabric collection. hülsta
sleeping systems consisting of base frames and mattresses ensure individually correct lying surfaces and relaxed
sleep.
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Chest: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 81.5 x 119.9 x 40.1 cm
Console: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome, cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 62.3 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
Upholstered bed: Fabric grey M255, H/W/D 99.5 x 224.5 x 245.3 cm
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SLEEP IN STYLE
If you love contrasts, simply combine METIS 21 storage units
in high-gloss or super matt with an upholstered bed
featuring an attractive cover from the comprehensive hülsta
fabric collection.

Upholstered bed: Fabric grey M255, H/W/D 99.5 x 224.5 x 245.3 cm
Console: Pure white high-gloss, handle high-gloss chrome,
cover surface pure white rear-lacquered glass, H/W/D 62.3 x 59.9 x 40.1 cm
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Hinged and folding door wardrobes

Base, add-on and intermediary
units

Depth 61 cm

59,9 cm

with 1 drawer

5-door hinged
or folding-door
wardrobe

4-door hinged or folding-door
wardrobe with intermediary unit

6-door hinged
or folding-door
wardrobe

Base, add-on and intermediary units for
individual wardrobe extensions

59,9 cm

68,5 cm

Diameter: 80 cm

62,3 cm

Depth: 40.1 cm

53,1 cm

Mirror

46,9 cm

Consoles

23,9 cm

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

59,9 cm

59,9
60 cm
cm

with 2 drawers

59,9 cm

with 3 drawers

Angled shelves

LED lighting for angled shelves

19,2 cm

262 cm

Depth: 19.7 cm

50 cm
252 cm

302 cm

302 cm

42/52/82/102 cm

70 cm

120 cm

for 50 cm width

for 70 cm width

for 120 cm width

80/100 cm

Utility chests
Sliding-door wardrobes

Depth: 40.1 cm

229,6 cm

129,6 cm

with 1 door and
3 drawers

with 1 door and
3 drawers

with 1 door and
3 drawers

Depth: 40.1 cm

Depth: 40.1 cm

Inenmaße
140/160/180/200 cm

129,6 cm

179,6 cm

with 1 door and
3 drawers

with 2 doors and
3 drawers

79,9 cm

with 4 drawers

79,9 cm

87,7 cm

99,5 cm
Inenmaße
140/160/180/200 cm

Chests

81,5 cm

Interior dimensions bed 200 / 210 / 220 cm

Wall utility chests

58,5 cm

Interior dimensions bed 200/210/220 cm

95,1 cm

Upholstered bed

with neck cushion and LED
headboard lighting

with 1 door and
3 drawers

179,6 cm

302 cm

Wooden frame bed

Inenmaße
140/160/180/200 cm

179,6 cm

87,7 cm

272 cm

129,6 cm

81,5 cm

242 cm

68,5 cm

2-door sliding-door
wardrobe

62,3 cm

2-door sliding-door
wardrobe

62,3 cm

2-door sliding-door
wardrobe

68,5 cm

Depth: 66.9 cm

119,9 cm

119,9 cm

with 2 doors

with LED headboard lighting

This overview shows individual examples. Further units and all ranges can be found in the product list. All dimensions in cm.
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RESPECT.
FOR PEOPLE
AND NATURE.
Sustainability and a respectful approach are at the top of the list of
hülsta’s company values. Hardly any other furniture manufacturer
in Europe has been awarded for the quality of its products and its
entrepreneurial responsibility by so many independent institutes.

At hülsta, everything starts with

furniture therefore proves its extra

nature. Genuine wood is our most

ordinary durability when subjected

important and favourite material –

to strict load and climate tests. In

organic, solid and very individual.

our own laboratories, we certainly do

It breathes and has character. It is

not go easy on them: They must fully

therefore no coincidence that we

withstand a wide range of conditions

manufacture furniture from wood in

in terms of temperature and humidity

order to turn a room into a home.

as well as the mechanical stresses
to which we subject them on the test
bench.

TIMELESS BEAUTY
IN SOLID QUALITY.

Experienced
materials

experts

for

select

hülsta

the

furniture

according to strict criteria.
Furniture from hülsta is innately sus

Our high-quality veneers and solid

tainably, its classic style and robust

woods

quality

fast-moving

sources. We deliberately do not

trend, every strenuous move and

use tropical woods in order to save

each new phase of life. Our modern

the rain forests and to avoid long

design classics can be combined in

distance transportation. We prefer

different ways and reinvented again

using local suppliers and of course

and again.

pay attention to sustainability in the

What is loved for a long time saves

selection process.

survive

any

come

from

sustainable

resources, energy and waste. Our
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CLIMATE
PROTECTION
IN THREE
STEPS.

WHAT DOES THE
CO2-FOOTPRINT LOOK
LIKE?

On the basis of its direct and indirect green
house gas emissions in scope 1, 2 and 3, we
have had our CO2 footprint calculated by the
climate protection initiative BEaZERO.org.
Scope 1 covers all direct emissions by the com
pany. This includes fuels for company-own cars
and lorries as well as heating and cooling
substances. Indirect emissions from the pro
duction of the energy used are covered by scope
2. Finally, scope 3 includes all indirect emissions
generated by daily company processes and
product life cycles – such as the commute of our
employees, external logistics, water consumption
as well as the use of the product by the end user.

Like the classification of greenhouse
gas emissions into scopes, the logic
of the climate pact for businesses is
also based on three stages – namely
accounting for, reducing, and finally
neutralising these emissions. We
were one of the first companies to

HAND IN HAND
WITH THE BLUE ANGEL.

Nowadays, the environmental seal is
an established sign for low-emission

underline our participation in the

OUR PRODUCTION IS
CLIMATE-NEUTRAL.

DGM climate pact with the complete
neutralisation of our entire CO2

furniture and more manufacturers
Our respect for nature is also

and end users pay attention to a sus

Climate

reflected in our production pro

tainable production. However, hülsta

rapidly. We are counteracting the

cesses: we use environment-friendly

is still one of the few manufacturers

associated

lacquers and adhesives – to ensure

carrying the Blue Angel, i.e. it is still

people and nature by supporting

a healthy room climate without

a rarity in the furniture market.

the UN‘s 1.5-degree target with the

harmful evaporations. Our emission

We are proud to confirm that sus

Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel

values, which are strictly controlled

tainability has been important to us

(German Furniture Quality Asso

by independent institutes, are all far

for decades.

ciation) As a climate-neutral manu

below legally determined limits. For

change

is

massive

progressing
impact

on

facturer, hülsta has been a member

all our product groups, we carry the

We are committed to continually

of the “Climate pact for the furniture

best emissions label A, awarded

putting the standards for environ

industry“ since January 2016.

by the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft

ment-friendly furniture production to

Möbel (DGM) (German Quality Asso

the test. On two occasions, we have

ciation Furniture).

been among the top 3 nominated for

When the first hülsta furniture ranges

the Blue Angel prize. Jury member

were awarded the “Blue Angel“ in

Edda Müller gave the reasons for the

1993, it caused a sensation in the

nomination: “Since 1999, hülsta has

furniture industry.

actively contributed to the revision

We also support the broad social

of the Blue Angel criteria and bears

alliance of the “Alliance for Develop

the environmental concern within

ment and Climate“ and, together

the industry.“

with many other companies, are

hülsta,

all

emissions

are

neutralised by the yearly acquisition
of high-quality climate protection
certificates. This is how we support
the preservation of an environment
worth living in. Currently, we support
a reforestation project in Costa Rica
as well as a wind farm in Taiwan.
High-quality

design

that

keeps

the highest moral and ecological
benchmarks – that is our philosophy
for producing durable furniture for
feel-good homes for tomorrow. This

committed

to

menting the 2030 Agenda of the

off the ground together with other

Paris Climate Agreement. We are

manu
facturers,

convinced

that

such

is what matters to us.

imple

A big undertaking: get innovations
coatings,

At

its promises and complies with

volun
tarily

make

emissions.

alliances,

lacquers and adhesives even more

thanks to their strong cooperation,

environmentally friendly. In close

form the basis for a better world for

inter
national cooperation, we have

future generations.

already developed a number of
intelligent, environment-friendly sur
face coatings.
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OVERVIEW OF FINISHES

Wardrobes:
Wardrobe front hinged and folding-door wardrobes

Wardrobe front sliding-door wardrobes

High-gloss

Super matt

Rear-lacquered glass

Pure white

Black

Pure white

Super matt black

outer wardrobe carcase and passepartout

Handle versions hinged/folding-door wardrobes, ancillary units

Lacquer

Super matt

Chrome

Pure white

Black

High-gloss

QUALITY IS
THE RESULT
OF ATTENTION
TO DETAIL.
Andreas Tenzer – German philosopher and pedagogue

Beds:
Beds

Neck cushion

High-gloss

Super matt

Artificial textured leather

Pure white

Black

White, S451

Anthracite, S454

Grey-beige, M238

Ancillary units:
Outer carcase and front ancillary units

Cover surfaces for ancillary units

Hochglanz

Super matt

Rear-lacquered glass

Pure white

Black

Pure white
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Super matt black
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MADE IN GERMANY

LIVE
QUALITY.
hülsta stands for quality made in Germany. As a
tradition-rich, third generation family business from the
Münsterland, hülsta values perfect craftsmanship in
combination with modern manufacturing processes,
whilst always focussing on the responsible use of
natural resources. hülsta therefore exclusively uses
wood from sustainable sources and never tropical
wood, thus reducing transportation and protecting the
environment. That is why all modular units and base
frames from hülsta have been carrying the
“Blue Angel” since 1996, an award for products that
are low in emissions and environmentally friendly.
hülsta – durable furniture in harmony with nature.

All of the products are extensively tested
and are subject to strict quality criteria.
For new purchases, hülsta always grants a
5-year guarantee. Always inclusive: unlimited
support for questions and requests regarding
furniture from hülsta.
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The “Blue Angel” is subject to strict criteria.
All modular units and base frames from
hülsta have been awarded the “Blue Angel”
since 1996 for being environmentally friendly
and low in emissions.

Since 1974, hülsta has been part of the
Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel (DGM)
(German Quality Association for Furniture) and
complies with their high standards for quality
and consumer protection. hülsta effortlessly
complies with the strict criteria that they use
for their product testing.
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